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Since bone repair and regeneration depend on vasculogenesis and osteogenesis, both of these processes are
essential for successful vascularized bone engineering. Using adipose-derived stem cells (ASCs), we investigated
temporal gene expression profiles, as well as bone nodule and endothelial tubule formation capacities, during
osteogenic and vasculogenic ASC lineage commitment. Osteoprogenitor-enriched cell populations were found to
express RUNX2, MSX2, SP7 (osterix), BGLAP (osteocalcin), SPARC (osteonectin), and SPP1 (osteopontin) in a
temporally specific sequence. Irreversible commitment of ASCs to the osteogenic lineage occurred between days
6 and 9 of differentiation. Endothelioprogenitor-enriched cell populations expressed CD34, PECAM1 (CD31),
ENG (CD105), FLT1 (Vascular endothelial growth factor [VEGFR1]), and KDR (VEGFR2). Capacity for microtubule formation was evident in as early as 3 days. Functional capacity was assessed in eight coculture
combinations for both bone nodule and endothelial tubule formation, and the greatest expression of these enddifferentiation phenotypes was observed in the combination of well-differentiated endothelial cells with lessdifferentiated osteoblastic cells. Taken together, our results demonstrate vascularized bone engineering utilizing
ASCs is a promising enterprise, and that coculture strategies should focus on developing a more mature vascular
network in combination with a less mature osteoblastic stromal cell.

Introduction

B

lood supply is essential for bone formation, repair, and
regeneration. Studies of de novo bone formation have
shown that new blood vessel formation precedes morphologic evidence of bone formation,1 and the cytokine-release
profile during the early stages of bony healing is largely
angiogenic rather than osteogenic.2 In murine models and in
humans, marrow-derived endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs)
and osteoprogenitor cells (OPCs) migrate to distant sites of
injury or healing (e.g., fracture or distraction osteogenesis).3–7
In vivo research has been limited by the fact that neovascularization is a complex process dependent on a conducive
microenvironment consisting of optimal oxygenation,
growth factors, and cell–cell interactions.8–11 Additionally,
studying bone formation in two-dimensional (2D) mono-

culture is hindered by the mineralized nature of the bone
matrix, and recapitulating this process in vitro has proven
difficult.8
Since engineered three-dimensional (3D) bone tissue constructs require adequate chemotransportation, development
of an early vascular network within the tissue construct will
be necessary. It is important to note, that the need for adequate chemotransportation is not only dependent on the
composite tissue volume, but also on the changes in individual cellular requirements. For example, it has recently
been shown that during mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) osteoinduction, there is a nearly threefold increase in oxygen
consumption.12 Osteodifferentiating MSCs consume more
oxygen as they expand their mitochondrial-to-cytoplasm
area to meet their needs as soon-to-be stromal cells (e.g.,
upregulation of secreted extracellular matrix proteins).12
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Thus, as we decide upon the cellular coculture combinations
for 3D bone constructs, it will be of critical importance to
provide an early progenitor cell population capable of creating vascular networks for adequate chemotransportation.
Most strategies for bone engineering to date have focused
on the principal stromal cell alone or on modulating osteoblastic function by incorporating osteogenic growth factors
into scaffold constructs, leaving neovascularization to occur
secondarily.7,13–15 Recently, however, several groups have
embedded vasculogenic factors (e.g., VEGF) into constructs
in attempts to enhance vascular ingrowth in situ, and consequently improve osteogenesis.16,17 Results are mixed, but
there is some evidence this approach can result in inosculation between host circulation and the neovascularized scaffolds.18 In contrast to relying on in situ neovascularization,
some researchers have studied exogenous prevascularization
of tissue-engineered constructs to improve the viability of the
construct after implantation.19,20
Several laboratories have proposed coculture of osteogenic
and vasculogenic cells, although the choice of cell combinations used has varied widely: for example, osteoblasts (OBs)
with endothelial cells (ECs),21 MSCs with ECs,22,23 MSCs
with EPCs,24 and OPCs with ECs.25 Similarly, the choice of
tissue for cell sourcing is equally varied, including the recent
use of adipose-derived stromal cells.26–31 However, irrespective of the cell source, the coculture approach appears
promising. For example, Kolbe et al. demonstrated that MSCs
cocultured with ECs form robust vascular structures with
upregulation of endothelial markers when cultured in vascular differentiation media, while significant mineralization
with alkaline phosphatase upregulation occurs when cultured in osteogenic differentiation media (ODM).32 However, many questions still exist regarding which media is
optimal for coculture, which cell combination is most effective, which stem cell source is optimal, or whether neovascularization and osteogenesis should occur concurrently
or consecutively.
We propose that the creation of an engineered bony tissue
construct large and robust enough to solve clinical problems
will depend on a prevascularized network to maintain viability. Therefore, attempts at bioengineered composite bone
should include cocultured osteogenic and vasculogenic cell
types. As an alternative to bone marrow-derived MSCs, Zuk
et al. demonstrated that stem cells derived from lipoaspirate
could be differentiated into adipogenic, vasculogenic, myogenic, chondrogenic, osteogenic, and even neuronal cell
types in the presence of appropriate lineage-specific induction factors.26–31 For practical application, the adiposederived stem cell (ASC) is increasingly favored over bone
marrow-derived MSC due to the relative ease of tissue harvest as well as the therapeutic side effect on the waistline. In
the present study, we explore the plasticity and lineage
commission of ASC-derived osteoprogenitor-enriched cell
(OPEC) and endothelial progenitor-enriched cell (EPEC)
populations. Enriched, in this context, refers to a heterogeneous cell population comprising of a spectrum of cells
spanning along a differentiation lineage—from pluripotent
mesenchymal cells to fully end-differentiated cells, including a significant population of osteoprogenitor and EPCs.
We investigate eight coculture combinations to learn whether optimal cell combinations exist for vascularized bone
engineering.
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Materials and Methods
ASC isolation and expansion
Stromal stem cells were isolated and expanded from human lipoaspirate as previously described.27,33 Cell culture
media for all experiments are summarized in Table 1. A stem
cell growth medium includes the Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) and 50% fetal bovine serum (FBS).
The stem cell expansion medium is similar to the above, but
instead uses 10% FBS. ODM is comprised of the stem cell
expansion medium with 0.01 nM dexamethasone and 20 nM
ascorbate added, and aims to direct cell differentiation to the
osteogenic route. The vasculogenic differentiation medium
(VDM) includes components from the EGM-2 MV BulletKit
in proprietary concentrations (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland),
and aims to direct cell differentiation to the vasculogenic
route. Briefly, human lipoaspirate was obtained from seven
female donors (ages 18–55) (Institutional Review Board [IRB]
approval #H12756-01b). Each patient received information
about the scope and goals of this study. According to the IRB
protocol, verbal informed consent was obtained before surgery. The specimens were collected as discarded tissue from
patients undergoing elective lipoaspiration. After harvest, all
samples were de-identified before processing. There was no
collection of personal health information, demographic data,
or other identifying data.
Each triplicate experiment utilized cells from one donor. Crude lipoaspirate was washed three times with the
Hank’s balanced saline solution (HBSS) (Invitrogen/Gibco,
Table 1. Cell Culture Media
Cell culture medium

Composition

Stem cell growth medium

DMEM (Fisher)
50% FBS (Invitrogen/Gibco)
1% antibiotic–antimycotic
(Sigma-Aldrich)
Stem cell expansion medium DMEM + 10% FBS
Osteogenic differentiation
DMEM
medium (ODM)
10% FBS
0.01 mM dexamethasone
20 mM ascorbate
Mineralization medium
DMEM
(for Von Kossa assay)
10% FBS
20 mM ascorbate
10 mM b-glycerophosphate
(Sigma-Aldrich)
Vasculogenic differentiation From EGM-2 MV BulletKit
medium (VDM)
(Lonza)a: Endothelial Basal
Cell Medium-2 + 5% FBS
hFGF-b
R3-IGF-1
VEGF
Ascorbate
Dual-differentiation
50:50 mixture of ODM
medium (DDM)
and VDM
a
Lonza BulletKit includes standard proprietary concentrations of
listed substrates.
DMEM, Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s media; FBS, fetal bovine
serum; EGM, endothelial growth medium; hFGF, human fibroblast
growth factor; IGF, insulin-like growth factor; VEGF, vascular
endothelial growth factor.
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Carlsbad, CA) and filtered. The tissue was digested using
1% collagenase at 37C for 90 min. After centrifugation
(1300 rpm for 10 min), the oily supernatant was removed,
and the remaining cell suspension was incubated with sterile
ammonium chloride at 37C for 30 min. The mononuclear
cell layer was isolated by density gradient centrifugation
using Histopaque-1077 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Isolated cells were seeded on polystyrene plates at a density of
1 · 103 cells/cm2 in the stem cell growth medium to encourage adherence.34 After 4 days, nonadherent cells were
removed, and the stem cell expansion medium was used.
Upon reaching 90% confluence, cells were passaged with
0.25% trypsin/0.1% EDTA (Lonza) and expanded until
passage 3 with the stem cell expansion medium, whereupon
they were termed ASCs and used in subsequent experiments.
Normal human osteoblasts (NHOsts) (Lonza/Clonetics,
Basel, Switzerland) and human umbilical vein ECs (HUVECs) (Lonza/Clonetics) were cultured in ODM and VDM,
respectively.
Osteogenic differentiation and
vasculogenic differentiation
ASCs were cultured in ODM or VDM to yield OPECs
and EPECs, respectively. For some experiments, ASCs were
differentiated in a 50:50 mixture of ODM:VDM termed
dual-differentiation media (DDM). Cells were harvested
at 3, 6, 9, 12, or 15 days of differentiation for further
experiments.
Fluorescent labeling and coculture of EPECs
and OPECs
EPECs and OPECs were differentiated as described above
for 15 days. OPECs were stained with 3-3¢-dioctadecyloxacarbocyanine perchlorate (diO), EPECs with 1,1¢-dioctadecyl3,3,3¢,3¢-tetramethylindodicarbocyanine-4-chlorobenzenesulfonate (diD), and HUVECs with 1,1¢-dioctadecyl-3,3,3¢3¢tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate (diI) (Invitrogen/
Molecular Probes, Carlsbad, CA), for 12 min at 37C, and
then washed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Labeled
OPECs, EPECs, and HUVECs were trypsinized and centrifuged at 1300 rpm for 10 min at 37C, the supernatant was
removed, and cells were resuspended in a medium. Subse-

quently, a 50:50 ratio of OPECs:EPECs was seeded onto
polystyrene plates and cultured in DDM. At day 15, imaging
was performed (20 · ) with an Eclipse TE300 inverted fluoroscope (Nikon, Melville, NY), using a rhodamine filter for
diD and diI (red), and a fluorescein isothiocyanate filter for
diO (green). Spot Software 4.1.1 (Diagnostic Instruments,
Sterling Heights, MI) was used for image processing. Labeled HUVECs were plated alone or in a 50:50 ratio with
labeled OPECs according to the Matrigel tubularization assay protocol described below.
Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction
For quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRTPCR) experiments, total RNA was isolated from the processed lipoaspirate cells at each time point using the RNeasy
Mini Kit and the RNase-Free DNase Kit (Qiagen, Germantown, MD). The RNA purity and concentration was evaluated with a NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo
Scientific, Waltham, MA). Concentrations of total RNA were
equalized before reverse transcription with the Quantitect
Reverse Transcription Kit (Qiagen). 18s rRNA was utilized as
the normalizer gene. Primers were designed to span an intron whenever possible (Table 2). Oligonucleotide sets are of
original design, except for BGLAP (osteocalcin),35 SPARC
(osteonectin),36 SPP1 (osteopontin),37 and SP7 (osterix).38 All
samples were run in triplicate using the Quantitect SYBR
Green PCR Kit (Qiagen) with a DNA Engine Opticon 2
thermal cycler (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Conditions were
95C for 15 min, followed by 35 cycles of 94C for 15 s, 53C
for 30 s, and 72C for 30 s. Each set of primers was used to
amplify a standard template series of pooled sample cDNA
spanning a 1000-fold concentration range, and all sets of
primers had an efficiency of greater than 90%, and a precision of r2 ‡ 0.97. Amplicon size and purity were confirmed
with melting curves, and an H2O negative control was run
with each plate.
Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS)
Cells cultured in ODM or VDM were trypsinized and
washed in HBSS. About 1 · 105 cells were then blocked in
10% goat serum (Gibco) with PBS for 30 min and stained at
4C for 45 min with relevant mouse anti-human antibodies:

Table 2. Polymerase Chain Reaction Primer Sequences
Gene

Location

GeneID

PECAM1
17q23
5175
CD34
1q32.2
947
ENG
9q33-q34.1
2022
MSX2
5q34-q35
4488
BGLAP
1q25-q31
632
SPARC
5q31.3-q32
6678
SPP1
4q21-q25
6696
SP7
12q13.13
121340
RUNX2
6p21
860
SOX9
17q24.3-q25.1
6662
FLT1
13q12
2321
KDR
4q11-q12
3791
18s rRNA Multiple sites 100008588

Sense sequence (5¢–3¢)

Antisense sequence (5¢–3¢)

Size (bp)

TCATTGCTCTCTTGATCATTGC
ACTCCAGAGACAACCTTGAAGC
ATACCACTAGCCAGGTCTCGAA
TCGGAAAATTCAGAAGATGGAG
ATGAGAGCCCTCACACTCCTC
GGCTCAAGAACGTCCTGGT
AGTACCCTGATGCTACAGACG
GCCAGAAGCTGTGAAACCTC
CCTTGACCATAACCGTCTTCA
GACTCGCCACACTCCTCCT
TACTTGGATTTTACTGCGGACA
TCATCCTTACCAATCCCATTTC
CATTCGAACGTCTGCCCTAT

AGCTTCCATATTGGGATCTGAC
CAGCTGGAGGTCTTATTTTGCT
TTTACACTGAGGACCAGAAGCA
TGGAGAGGTACTGTTTCTGACG
GCCGTAGAAGCGCCGATAGGC
CTGCTTGATGCCGAAGCAG
CAACCAGCATATCTTCATGGC
GCTGCAAGCTCTCCATAACC
GAGGCGGTCAGAGAACAAAC
AGGTCTCGATGTTGGAGATGA
TCTAAAGTGGTGGAACTGCTGA
ACTGGTAGGAATCCACAGGAGA
GCCTTCCTTGGATGTGGTAG

115
212
175
190
294
374
321
161
146
238
282
117
131
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allophycocyanin-conjugated anti-ENG (CD105), FITC-conjugated anti-CD34, phycoerythrin-conjugated anti-PECAM1
(CD31), and phycoerythrin-conjugated anti-BGLAP (osteocalcin) (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA/Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany). Staining for FLT1 (VEGFR1)
and KDR (VEGFR2) was performed using the monoclonal
mouse anti-human VEGF-R PE sampler kit (R&D Systems,
Minneapolis, MN). Cells were costained with 7-aminoactinomycin D (Invitrogen) to detect nonviable cells. Positive
staining was measured using a FACSCaliber flow cytometer
(BD Biosciences), and analyses were performed with FlowJo
8.0 software (TreeStar, Ashland, OR). NHOsts and HUVECs
served as representative controls for terminally differentiated
osteoblastic and ECs, respectively.
von Kossa mineralization assay
ASCs, EPECs, OPECs, HUVECs, and NHOsts were plated
in triplicate wells at a density of 100,000 cells/well (50,000 of
each cell type in coculture) and incubated at 37C in appropriate media for 3 days (stem cell growth medium, VDM,
ODM, VDM, and ODM, respectively). The mineralization
medium was used for 18 additional days, and it is comprised
of the DMEM with 10% FBS, 20 mM ascorbate, and 10 mM
b-glycerophosphate (Sigma-Aldrich). Twenty-one days after
initial plating, cells were fixed in methanol at - 20C
for 2 min and subsequently exposed to 2% silver nitrate for
1 h under a 50-watt lamp. Representative polarizedlight photomicrographs of low-power fields (LPF, 4 · ) were
taken. Bone nodules were counted by computer-aided image analysis,39 using the object counting function in NISElements v3.0 BR software (Nikon), excluding objects with
areas < 70 mm2. This area was chosen to exclude cellular
debris and include nearly all bone nodules: the average bone
nodule size of bone cells plated for 21 days were reported to
be *96 – 21 mm2.39 The bone nodule number and area were
measured and recorded in triplicate randomly selected areas
within each well.
Matrigel tubularization assay
The Matrigel basement membrane matrix (BD Biosciences)
was thawed on ice and incubated at room temperature for
60 min. 50,000 cells of a given type (25,000 of each cell type in
coculture) were plated onto the matrix in triplicate wells, and
incubated at 37C, 5% CO2, 95% humidified air for up to
28 h. A blinded investigator selected three random LPFs after
6- and 24-h incubation periods and recorded light photomicrographs (4 · ). Intact complete microtubules completely
enclosed and visible within each field were counted manu-
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ally. Microtubules were also examined under fluorescent
microscopy (10 · ) 28 h after seeding (Nikon Eclipse TE 300).
Osteogenic-to-vasculogenic redirection
A redirection experiment was performed to assess the
potential for ASCs to reverse lineage commission during
osteogenic differentiation. After OPECs were cultured in
ODM for 3, 6, 9, 12, or 15 days, the medium was aspirated
and cells were washed once in PBS (Sigma-Aldrich). The
OPECs were then cultured in VDM for a total of 15 days.
These redirected cells were then subjected to the Matrigel
tubularization assay as described above.
Statistical analysis
Relative quantification of RNA expression compared to
ASCs using qRT-PCR was calculated in terms of fold change
using the DDCt method, with error bars graphed as – 1
standard deviation. Bone nodule and microtubule counts
from triplicate random LPFs are reported as mean – 1 standard error of the mean. Data from the qRT-PCR, von Kossa,
and tubularization assays were analyzed with the unpaired
two-tailed Student’s t-test. Statistical significance was set at
p < 0.05. Since we expect, but cannot necessarily assume,
a Gaussian distribution for RNA data, the Kruskal–Wallis
and the Mann–Whitney U tests (one-tailed p-value) were also
performed for selected qRT-PCR data, whenever we noted a
statistically significant difference in expression (data not
shown). The above nonparametric tests ( p £ 0.05) confirmed
the validity of our conclusions from qRT-PCR data presented
in this work using the unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test.
Results
Coculture suitability for vascularized bone engineering
We tested eight coculture combinations for growth compatibility, along with ASCs in monoculture (Fig. 1A). Each of
the coculture combinations had unrestricted growth of vascular and osteogenic cell types when cultured in DDM (50:50
ODM:VDM combination media) (data not shown). We found
ASCs cultured for 15 days in DDM have the capacity to form
microtubules or bone nodules (Fig. 1B: Top, Bottom), suggesting some retention of pluripotency. In addition, we observed that fluorescently labeled 15-day predifferentiated
osteogenic (e.g., OPECs) and vasculogenic (e.g., EPECs) cells
grew in multiple adjacent or overlapping multiplanar cellular networks when cocultured in DDM for an additional 15
days (Fig. 1C). These findings provide evidence that our
tested cell types are compatible and suitable for vascularized
bone engineering.

‰
FIG. 2. Limited stem cell marker expression of dual-differentiated ASCs. (A) ASCs differentiated in DDM for 15 days did not
produce significant upregulation of osteogenic or vasculogenic end-differentiation markers, PECAM1 (CD31) and SPP1
(osteopontin), as measured by quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR). ASCs, 15-day EPECs, and 15-day
OPECs are used as comparative controls. Asterisks mark statistically significant upregulation of the given gene compared to
all three other cell types ( p < 0.05). (B) ASCs were isolated from human lipoaspirate and grown in vasculogenic or osteogenic
induction media for 15 days to yield populations of EPECs and OPECs, respectively. qRT-PCR was performed to measure the
relative expression levels of ENG (CD105), SOX9, and RUNX2 at several time points in a 15-day differentiation course. Normal
human osteoblast (NHOst) and human umbilical vein ECs (HUVECs) were used to represent terminally differentiated OB and
ECs, indicated by time pointN, and expression levels were normalized relative to ASCs. Additionally, fluorescence-activated
cell sorting (FACS) was performed on selected cell populations to measure the proportion of cells expressing ENG.
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FIG. 1. Many coculture combinations are possible for bone engineering. (A) Many cell types from a variety of tissue sources
can be utilized for vascularized bone tissue engineering. These cells can range from undifferentiated mesenchymal stem cells
(MSC) to well-differentiated osteoblasts (OB) and endothelial cells (EC), via osteoprogenitor cells (OPC) and endothelioprogenitor cells, respectively. We used adipose-derived stem cells (ASC) to yield osteoprogenitor-rich endothelioprogenitor-rich cell populations (OPECs and EPECs, respectively). (B) ASCs cultured in 50:50 mixture of osteogenic
differentiation medium (ODM):vasculogenic differentiation medium (VDM) media (i.e., dual-differentiation media [DDM])
were found to yield microtubules (top) or bone nodules (bottom) when subjected to the Matrigel tubularization assay or von
Kossa assay, respectively. Representative light micrographs are shown (4 · ). (C) Predifferentiated OPECs and EPECs grew in
multiple adjacent or overlapping multiplanar cellular networks. These OPECs and EPECs were then labeled with fluorescent
markers OPECs (3-3¢-dioctadecyloxacarbocyanine perchlorate [diO], green) and EPECs (1,1¢-dioctadecyl-3,3,3¢,3¢-tetramethylindodicarbocyanine-4-chlorobenzenesulfonate, red), respectively, and cocultured in DDM for 15 days. The fluorescent
photomicrograph demonstrates successful coculture of these two cell populations in direct contact (20 · ).
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Table 3. Markers of Differentiation

Osteoblastic
phenotype
MSC
OPC
Pre-Ob
Ob
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Osteocyte

Biological markers26,27,46,47,50–53
RUNX2, SOX9, ENG
RUNX2, MSX2, TWIST1, TWIST2 (SOX9
disappears)
RUNX2, SP7, SPP1, ATF4
RUNX2, SP7, SPP1, BGLAP, SPARC,
ALPL
PHEX, DMP1, SPP1, BGLAP(RUNX2
inhibits osteocyte formation)

Endothelial
phenotype

Biological markers46,54–56

MSC
EPC
EC

RUNX2, SOX9, ENG
ENG, CD34, FLT1, KDR
ENG, PECAM1

MSC, mesenchymal stem cell; OPC, osteoprogenitor cell; Ob,
osteoblast; EPC, endothelial progenitor cell; EC, endothelial cell.
Gene names follow the HUGO gene nomenclature committee
recommendations.

Limitations in the duality of ASC-derived osteogenic
and vasculogenic populations
In light of the above findings, we differentiated ASCs
in DDM for 15 days and measured the expression of vascular and osteogenic end-differentiation markers (PECAM1
and SPP1, respectively), and compared their expression to
EPECs and OPECs differentiated for 15 days (Fig. 2A). We
found that ASCs differentiated in DDM did not upregulate
these markers to a significant degree, remaining at levels not
significantly different from those seen in control undifferentiated ASCs. By comparison, EPECs demonstrated significantly increased expression of PECAM1 (3.67-fold – 0.311
p < 0.017) and OPECs showed significantly increased expression of SPP1 (6.30-fold – 1.69 p < 0.042), as expected.
As the above vascular and bone end-differentiation
markers were not expressed robustly in DDM-cultured
ASCs, we next investigated ASC populations differentiated
into vasculogenic and osteogenic lineages in VDM or ODM
separately (i.e., EPECs and OPECs, respectively). Expression
levels of several MSC markers were compared (Table 3).
In addition, HUVECs and NHOst cells were used as differentiated comparative controls (Fig. 2B). Transcription of ENG

FIG. 3. Ontogeny of ASC-derived population commitment to the vascular lineage. (A) qRT-PCR and FACS were performed
to measure the relative expression level of various vasculogenic markers in EPECs at several time points in a 15-day
differentiation course. NHOsts and HUVECs were used to represent terminally differentiated OB and ECs, indicated by time
pointN, and expression levels were normalized relative to ASCs. (B) The Matrigel assay was used to assess the capacity of
ASCs for microtubule formation. Fresh ASCs and OPECs at all time points (day 3 shown) were unable to form microtubules
(4 · ). EPECs demonstrated tubularization capacity at all time points measured (day 3 shown). HUVECs are shown as a
positive control.
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FIG. 4. Ontogeny of ASCderived population commitment to the bone lineage. (A)
qRT-PCR was performed to
measure the relative expression level of various osteogenic markers in OPECs at
several time points in a 15day differentiation course.
NHOst cells were used to
represent terminally differentiated OB, indicated by time
pointN, and expression levels were normalized relative
to ASCs. (B) Redirection capacity of OPECs to the vasculogenic lineage. OPECs
underwent varying durations
of osteogenic differentiation
in ODM (days numbered),
were subsequently cultured
in VDM for 14 days, and then
subjected to the Matrigel assay. OPECs redirected only at
the earliest stages of osteogenic differentiation (3 and 6
days) demonstrated the capacity for microtubule formation (4 · ). OPECs could
not be redirected to produce
microtubules at 9, 12, and 15
days, suggesting commission
to the osteogenic lineage occurs between days 6 and 9.

in EPECs was shown by qRT-PCR to trend up 2.0-fold
by day 15 ( p = 0.08), but ENG was shown by fluorescenceactivated cell sorting (FACS) to be expressed in 99% of all
cells by day 3. OPECs had an insignificant decrease in ENG
expression relative to ASCs ( p = 0.42 at day 15). SOX9 mRNA
was downregulated throughout the osteogenic induction by
an insignificant amount ( p ‡ 0.20). Interestingly, SOX9 was
significantly upregulated 3.1-fold at day 3 of the vasculogenic induction ( p < 0.05), gradually decreasing to essentially
the same level seen in fresh ASCs by day 15 ( p = 0.60).
RUNX2 was significantly upregulated at day 3 of ODM
culture, to 75-fold the expression level seen in fresh ASCs
( p < 0.01). Interestingly, expression of RUNX2 was regulated

to an even higher extent in ASCs cultured in VDM (209-fold
at day 15).
The ontogeny of ASC commitment to EPECs
Three hallmark vasculogenic markers, CD34, PECAM1,
and KDR (Table 3), were expressed and significantly upregulated in EPECs throughout vasculogenic commitment
( p < 0.01) (Fig. 3A). By day 15 of vasculogenic differentiation,
transcriptional expression of CD34 increased 150-fold and
PECAM1 increased 14.5-fold relative to ASCs ( p < 0.01). In
contrast, OPECs had only a brief, dramatic increase in CD34
by 127-fold at day 3 ( p < 0.01). KDR was significantly

FIG. 5. Versatility of ASCs. Bone nodule formation capacity (nodule area) of EPECs (A), and OPECs (B), at several time
points in a 15-day differentiation course are compared that to ASCs, NHOsts, and HUVECs. Numbers following the cell type
indicate number of days the cell type was subjected to appropriate differentiation media. Asterisks indicate statistical
significance ( p < 0.05).
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FIG. 6. OPECs cocultured with HUVECs yield robust mineralization capacity. (A) The von Kossa assay was performed to
assess mineralization and bone-nodule formation capacity of various cell types, individually and in coculture. OPECs and
EPECs underwent a 15-day differentiation course. Representative photomicrographs are shown for various cell cultures in
monoculture and coculture (4 · ). Cocultured EPECs/OPECs produced sparse bone nodules in an uneven distribution.
EPECs/NHOsts produced a density of nodules similar to those by NHOsts. Surprisingly, ASCs/HUVECs and OPECs/
HUVECs generated abundant bone nodules, more than monocultures of each cell type individually. (B) Bone nodule
formation was quantified with light microscopy by the nodule area (mm2), (C) and bone nodule number, in triplicate lowpower fields (LPFs) (4 · ). The nodule number and nodule area (mm2) per LPF were examined. Single and double asterisks
indicate statistical significance ( p < 0.05 and p < 0.01, respectively).

upregulated in EPECs between 6.1-9.2-fold from days 3–15 in
VDM ( p < 0.01). FACS analysis showed that 4% and 44% of
ASCs expressed CD34 and PECAM1, respectively. CD34 expression increased to 84% throughout vasculogenic commitment. In contrast, CD34 expression in OPECs peaked at day 3
(27%), and then dropped (14%) by day 9. FACS also showed
PECAM1 was persistently expressed in 95% of EPECs
throughout vasculogenic differentiation. Paradoxically, transcriptional expression of PECAM1 was moderately elevated
throughout the osteogenic induction, peaking at 6.3-fold on
day 9 ( p < 0.01). However, this did not surpass the significantly
higher level of PECAM1 expression during vasculogenic
commitment, 14-fold ( p < 0.01). FACS showed that FLT1 and
KDR were expressed on *20%–35% of cells during days 3 and
9 of the vasculogenic differentiation, and expression of both
markers subsequently dropped to levels comparable to undifferentiated ASCs by day 15. FLT1 was downregulated
throughout the vasculogenic course, decreasing 6.0-fold by day
15, but this change was not statistically significant ( p = 0.09).
As expected Matrigel assays demonstrated HUVECs
robust capacity to tubularize (94 – 11.6 per LPF). Undifferentiated ASCs did not have the ability to form microtubules, nor did OPECs at any time point (Fig. 3B). However,
EPECs demonstrated tubularization capacity beginning at 3
days (27 – 4.4 per LPF) and at all subsequent time points.
The ontogeny of ASC commitment to OPECs
Key early and late osteogenic differentiation markers were
measured in OPECs (Table 3). MSX2 was significantly upregulated 25-to-36-fold throughout osteogenic induction
( p < 0.01) (Fig. 4A). SP7 was upregulated in OPECs by 2.6fold at day 3 ( p < 0.05). BGLAP expression in OPECs trended
up between days 3 and 15, but was not significantly elevated
compared to ASCs ( p > 0.05 at each time point). Expression
in NHOst cells was not significantly different from that seen
at day 15 of the osteogenic induction course ( p = 0.20), but
was significantly greater than that seen in ASCs ( p < 0.05).
BGLAP expression was present in *3%–6% of OPECs at all
measured time points. SPP1 was significantly upregulated
6.5-fold in OPECs at day 3 ( p < 0.01). Expression subsequently declined to 2.7-fold by day 15. SPARC expression in
OPECs was significantly upregulated 12.4-fold compared to

ASCs at days 3 and 15, with a transient decrease at day 9
( p < 0.01 at each time point). NHOst cells expressed SPARC
at the same level as ASCs did.
ASCs were cultured in ODM for varying lengths of
time up to 15 days, abruptly switched to VDM for 14 days,
and then subjected to the Matrigel assay (Fig. 4B). ASCs had
the potential to form microtubules if redirected from ODM to
VDM at any measured time point before day 9. However, if
ASCs were redirected at 9 days or later, these cells had lost
their capacity to form microtubules.
Comparative analysis of bone nodule formation
in coculture combinations
We were not surprised to find that undifferentiated ASCs
formed significantly fewer bone nodules than NHOsts
( p = 0.018) (Fig. 5A). Surprisingly, EPECs demonstrated the
capacity to form bone nodules at nearly all levels of differentiation ( p < 0.05). By 15 days of differentiation, there was
no significant difference in bone nodule formation of EPECs
and NHOsts ( p = 0.334). In contrast, OPECs consistently
showed a significant increase in bone nodule formation from
day 3 to 15 of differentiation compared to ASCs ( p < 0.05 at
all time points) (Fig. 5B).
Building on the above findings, we cocultured eight celltype combinations and compared their bone nodule formation capacity (Fig. 6). The greatest numbers of bone nodules
were consistently produced by the two coculture combinations that include a less differentiated osteoblastic cell and a
fully differentiated EC: the OPEC/HUVEC and ASC/HUVEC (366 – 51.9 and 399 – 79 nodules per LPF, respectively)
(Fig. 6B, C). These combinations produced a significantly
greater number of bone nodules, with larger areas, when
compared to NHOsts or OPECs in monoculture ( p < 0.05).
Comparative analysis of microtubule formation
in coculture combinations
HUVECs in monoculture demonstrated the greatest
number of microtubules formed at 6 (81.2 – 4.99 tubules
per LPF) and 24 h (32.0 – 7.55 tubules per LPF) (Fig. 7A).
Compared to HUVECs alone, cocultured OPECs/HUVECs
had a capacity for microtubule formation that trended

‰
FIG. 7. OPECs cocultured with HUVECs yield robust microtubule formation. (A) Microtubule formation by monocultures
and cocultures at 6 h (Top) and 24 h (Bottom) using the Matrigel assay. Tubules were counted only if completely enclosed and
completely in view under light microscopy (4 · ). Results reported as average number of tubules per triplicate LPF. Single and
double asterisks indicate statistical significance ( p < 0.05 and p < 0.01, respectively). (B) Light microscopy images (4 · ) of
microtubule formation by HUVECs and cocultured OPECs/HUVECs at 6 h postseeding, and fluoroscopic images (10 · ) of
1,1¢-dioctadecyl-3,3,3¢3¢-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate-labeled HUVECs alone (red), or cocultured with diO-labeled OPECs (green), at 28 h postseeding.
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lower, but was not statistically different (54.8 – 12.7 tubules per LPF at 6 h, p = 0.090; 17.6 – 5.48 tubules per LPF at
24 h, p = 0.199). In contrast, all other tested coculture combinations had significantly less microtubule formation
compared to HUVECs in monoculture at 24 h ( p < 0.05 for
all groups).
In addition to forming the greatest number of tubules in
coculture, the morphology of microtubules produced by
cocultured OPECs/HUVECs was most similar to that of
HUVECs in monoculture (Fig. 7B). Interestingly, Matrigel
assays of fluorescently tagged HUVECs and OPECs cocultured for 28 h demonstrated the presence of both cell
types within the tubules. The significance of this finding remains unknown.
Discussion
For over half a billion years, tissue development and repair mechanisms have been shaped by respiratory constraints.40 However, when stromal cells are studied in
monoculture, the respiratory constraints of de novo tissue
formation remained obscured. While recent work has suggested that osteoblastic stromal cells enhance EC function by
producing matrix molecules (e.g., SPP1) and angiogenic
signals (e.g., VEGFA),41,42 our findings indicate that the relationship is bidirectional. This new finding seems logical
considering the elemental respiratory requirements of nascent bone. Interestingly, we found that the bidirectional
relationship is influenced by the degree of differentiation of
either cellular constituent.
We initially found that ASCs cultured in 50:50 mixture of
ODM:VDM media (i.e., DDM) promisingly yielded microtubules and bone nodules when subjected to the Matrigel
assay or von Kossa assay, respectively. However, this medium did not produce any significant upregulation of representative endothelial or osteogenic end-differentiation
markers after 15 days (PECAM1 and SPP1, respectively).
Thus, although this simple osteogenic/vasculogenic medium
mixture may yield the two basic end-differentiation phenotypes when they are studied in isolation, this medium is
unlikely to lead to the expression of the set of extracellular
proteins and receptors involved in cell–cell communication
that would be necessary for robust composite bone tissue
formation. We believe this would be due to the absence of a
combination of lineage-specific progenitor cells in direct
contact and, consequently, the absence of communication
among them.
Thus, it is tempting to speculate that two differentiated
cell types (e.g., HUVECs and NHOst) or two progenitor cell
types (e.g., EPECs and OPECs) function cooperatively to
create vascularized bony tissue—especially since we found
fluorescently tagged EPECs and OPECs coexist stably in
coculture. However, when NHOsts were cultured with
HUVECs, or when EPECs and OPECs were cocultured, resultant microtubule formation was consistently underwhelming. On the other hand, when OPECs were cultured
with HUVECs, the greatest numbers of microtubules were
formed of all the coculture combinations tested. The notion
that an OPEC rather than an NHOst cooperatively interacts
with a HUVEC may seem trivial at a glance. However, the
OPEC/HUVEC combination allows for a unified view of the
multiplicity of coculture candidates. Since OPECs are a het-
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erogeneous population of cells that include adventitial stromal cells, pre-OB, and adipocytes,27 all niche effects could be
seen as rooted in the pivotal role of a single cell type (here,
the HUVEC) acting as a dynamic organizer of a complex
system of effector cells, conveying diversified instructive
cues to developing vascularized bone tissue. This bidirectional yet hierarchical interaction is suggested by our observation that cocultured HUVEC and OPEC populations
were found by fluorescence microscopy to be incorporated
into resultant microtubules.
How immature osteoblastic cells improve or stabilize
tubule formation remains to be elucidated, but this phenomenon may result from OPECs stimulating primary microtubule formation, and/or by stabilizing tubules that have
already formed. Perhaps, prostaglandins, such as PGE2,
contribute to this effect, as they have been shown to have
profound effects on bone fracture healing, osteoclastogenesis, and osteoblastic differentiation.43 Data from our experiments suggest that both mechanisms are active. For
example, we found that SPARC is significantly upregulated
in OPECs, and downregulated in NHOsts as well as in ASCs.
This multifunctional glycoprotein has known important roles
in angiogenesis and vascular homeostasis,44 and may be
responsible for the positive effect of OPECs on HUVECmicrotubules. Additionally, this effect may be, in part, mediated by SPP1—another protein we found expressed highly
in OPECs and downregulated in NHOsts as well as ASCs:
media with high concentration of SPP1 is known to increase
HUVEC migration and induce tubularization.45 If a similar
interaction occurs between cocultured OPEC/HUVECs, it
would explain why this combination yields a large number
of microtubules, while ASC/HUVECs and NHOst/HUVECs
do not.
As in microtubule formation, the beneficial effect of
progenitor cell coculture on bone nodule formation was
limited to combinations of immature osteoblastic cells
with mature ECs: only OPEC/HUVEC and ASC/HUVEC
combinations produced a significant enhancement in
nodule formation. When OPECs were cultured in direct
contact with HUVECs, bone nodule formation was significantly enhanced, compared to monocultures of OPECs
or HUVECs. Thus, the angiogenic cell influence on osteogenic cell function was observed only when a more differentiated angiogenic cell (the HUVEC) was cultured in
direct contact with a less differentiated osteoblastic cell
(the OPEC or ASC).
Guillotin et al. recently made the observation that RUNX2
is downregulated in human OPCs when cocultured with
HUVECs,25 which makes sense since RUNX2 is known to
inhibit osteocyte end-differentiation, despite playing an important role in early osteoblastogenesis.46 Considering our
finding that cocultured OPECs/HUVECs have a high capacity for bone nodule production, possible HUVECinduced downregulation of RUNX2 in OPCs may be a
necessary mechanism by which HUVECs push OPECs to
end-differentiate. Several approaches are currently being
explored to elucidate this mechanism of communication,
including coculture divided by a semipermeable membrane,
or with gap junction inhibition.
During endochondral ossification, late chondrocyte differentiation promotes capillary sprouting and invasion into
the hypertrophic cartilage.9 SOX9 is constitutively expressed
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in MSCs and is upregulated during chondrogenesis, but
downregulated during osteogenesis.46,47 Concordantly, we
demonstrated that SOX9 expression was downregulated
significantly by day 3 of OPEC differentiation. Considering
its role in inhibiting osteogenesis, the presence of SOX9 expression in NHOst cells is surprising. To our knowledge,
only one other group has reported similar results, finding the
presence of SOX9 in total protein lysates from adult mouse
bone.48 Interestingly, the increased expression of SOX9 in
EPECs at day 3 suggests chondrogenic potential in EPECs
that disappears by day 9. This information may prove useful
for experiments directed toward engineering cartilage itself,
or for utilizing cartilage as an intermediate toward endochondral bone formation.
Our study is limited by several factors. First, there is a
wide range in the age of adipose donor patients (ages 18–55).
Although this range reflects the ages of patients commonly
undergoing lipoaspiration, some phenotypic differences can
be found when comparing the activity of bone marrowderived MSCs from donors younger than 18 years and older
than 50 years.12 Future studies may benefit from a more restrictive age range. Second, the viability of engrafted bone is,
in part, contingent on the distance of the stromal cell from its
blood supply since oxygen and nutrient diffusion necessary
to support tissue metabolism is limited to 200 mm.49 Our
experiments are 2D and, therefore, by their very nature, not
subjected to the diffusional limitations governing the viability of 3D composite tissue. Yet, the phenotypic data yielded here still provide a rational basis for the selection of
coculture combination in future 3D experiments. While it is
tempting to speculate that the optimal cellular combinations
in the Petri dish will prove equally advantageous in 3D, this
remains to be proven. Our study is also limited by the decision to primarily present qRT-PCR/RNA data as a window
into the up- and downregulation of the specific differentiation markers at hand, without confirmation by protein expression assays. However, the inclusion of protein assay data
is not central to the drive of this work, given our purpose is
to explore the plasticity and lineage commission of ASCderived OPEC and EPEC populations to determine if optimal
cell combinations exist for vascularized bone engineering,
and was deferred for future studies involving the optimized
cell combination that ultimately prevails as the standard in
our field.
We found OPECs became increasingly lineage committed
and lose the capacity for redirection to the vasculogenic
lineage when exposed to ODM for 9 days or more, but retained redirection capacity with short-term exposure up to 6
days. Thus, irreversible commitment to the osteogenic lineage occurs at some point between 6 and 9 days of differentiation. Although we used 15-day-old OPECs in cocultures, 9
days of differentiation is likely sufficient to yield OPECs with
osteogenic potential for use in future vascularized bone
construct applications. Surprisingly, our data did not show a
significant decrease in the bone nodule area as EPECs differentiated to day 15. This may suggest that through day 15,
EPEC populations are either heterogeneous or still uncommitted to the endothelial pathway. However, redirection
experiments to elucidate the timing of EPEC lineage redirection would be of little value, considering our findings
suggest that the HUVEC is the most promising EC type for
coculture.
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Taken together, our results suggest that the OPEC/
HUVEC is the most promising coculture combination for
future experiments in vascularized bone engineering. While
the prospect of vascularized bone synthesized entirely from
endogenous ASCs is enticing and elegant, the OPEC/
HUVEC combination is realistic and worthy of further study.
This cell combination, if proved successful for bone construct
applications, would ultimately require harvesting cells from
adipose tissue and banked cord blood—a worthy goal, since
our waistlines are ever-increasing and cord blood banking is
ever more popular.
Conclusions
To create vascularized bone, one must develop methods
for successful coculture of multiple cell types. Our results
suggest that a combination of a less-differentiated osteoblastic cell with a differentiated EC (i.e., OPEC/HUVEC) is
most promising for this purpose. Thus, our results reinforce
the concept of predifferentiating the angiogenic cell type to
develop a microvascular network, before the introduction of
the stromal osteogenic cell. These findings bring us a step
closer to defining the optimal cell combination and ideal
coculture conditions for 3D vascularized bone engineering
using ASC populations.
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